I. THE PLANNING PROCESS

1. PROBLEMS OF TECHNIQUE

THE RULE MUST BOTH DESCRIBE AND DIRECT BEHAVIOR

Undesirable Effects Because of Failure to Describe Behavior in the Rule, 10; The "Rule of the Road," 11; Maintaining Normal Practice Described in the Rule, 11; Changing Normal Practice May Be Necessary, 12; Sacrifice of Purpose to Normal Practice, 12; Changing Normal Practice for Purposes of Administrative Convenience, 13; Administrative Convenience Sacrificed to Normal Practice, 14; The Rule Should Contemplate Non-compliance, 15; Rules Describing Field Behavior, 16

ADMINISTRATIVE VS. LEGAL TECHNIQUE

Administrative Technique Illustrated, 19; Use of Legal Technique Where Redundant, 19; Confusion of the Two Techniques, 20; Adoption of Administrative Technique When Legal Technique Failed, 23

REGULATION BY IMPEDIMENTA

RULE-MAKING FOR PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECT

PROBLEMS OF SUB-DELEGATION

Delegation to Local Ration Boards of the Power to Pass on Applications, 33; Abdication of the Planning Function, 34; Delegation to Allow Field to Determine Its Own Work Load, 36; Delegations to Other Levels Based on Distrust of Boards, 36; Delegations to Field Based on Need for Speed and Local Information, 39; Shifting Responsibility and Pressure to Field Offices, 41; The Role of the Legal Document in Delegation, 43; Washington Retains the Power to Decide, 44

CERTIFICATIONS

DEADLINES

Deadline May Be Necessary Part of Regulation, 48; Public Should Be Prepared for Deadline, 49; Use of Deadline in Mass
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